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Starting Out, Moving On, Running Ahead
or

How the Teachers' Center Can Attend
to Stages in Teachers' Development

By HEIDI WATTS

Heidi Watts has recently joined the staff of the Institute for Experi-
mentation in Teacher Education at Cortland College (SUNY), as co-
ordinator of the Grassroots Teacher-Parent Resource Center. She
comes to Grassroots from another ru=ral center, the Mountain
Towns' Teacher Center in Vermont. Her past history includes alter-
nating between classroom teaching and working with teachers.

first began thinking about stages in teacher development at the
Work party for Rural Teachers' Centers sponsored by the Teachers'
Centers Exchange at the Mountain Towns' Teacher Center in Ver-
mont in 1978. Several of the participants met in a final session to ex-
change ideas, and four of us met again a few months later. Since
then I've shared various evolving drafts of this paper: at conferences
of the National Council of States for Inservice Education, at subs&
quent Workparties, with a writer's support group, and with teachers
everywhere. In fact, the paper is so much the sum of ideas from
other people that I hardly think of it as my own."

Becoming a teacher h is no discernible end, this
side the grave. The fi:.st time we helped some-
one else to do sometoing, or helped them to
know something, we entered teacherdom, a
condition -ve all continue in with more or less
officiousness. But in case you are thinking, Oh.
yes, so? Lets raise the binoculars and narrow
the field under discussion just to the profession
of teachin

If you think of teaching as a continuum, the
first formal steps begin with teacher prepara-
tion programs in universities and colleges.
Teacher training programs come in many shapes

and sizes_ The two most common containers
are the -concentration- in education during
the undergraduate degree program, now gen-
erally leading to a B.A.. cad the science or arts
B A plus a fifth year leading to a MAT degree.
Unlike many countries we tend to embed our
teacher preparation programs in traditional in-
stitutions of higher education: indeed, the
move has been away from specialized schools
of education, as the status of teachers and con-
cern about the quality of our education system
have risen. Among professionals, teachers are
still at the bottom of the pile, receiving neither



the fimmcial nor personal recognition accorded
doctors or lawyers. hut in,,recent times you
don't so often hear the derogatory "If you
con'r (iir it. teach

Teacher training programs try to combine
theory. methodology, and actual experience in
the classroom. Unfortt.natelv, it is seldom pos-
sible to get the three in the right relation to
each other for the beginner. Theory, particu-
larly- for the intellectual and idealistic, needs a
tough grounding in the realities of schools and
in objective self-assessment: methodology
WiLhOUL theoretical understanding makes mere
technicians; anxiety about practice may short-

ruit both. Therefore. when the student
teacher graduates. writes to the state depart-
ment for a certificate, and applies for a teach-
ing position (all of this in reverse order, prob-
ably) she may be full of information about
%chats and whys. but, very- shaky in practice
and still lacking the confidence that can come
only from repeated and successful experience.

Comes the first day of the first teaching as-
signment and our typical beginning teacher is
suffering a severe attack of stage fright. Our
teacher thinks of 1,Vednesday as over-the-
hump, and getting through each week is a tri-
umphTG IFuntil gradually things fall into

Then there comes a time, at the third
year. or the fifth, or whenever, when anxiety
has quite disappeared except for an occasional
tremor when attempting something totally
new, Routines of management and response
are automatic, and the teacher is talking about
burn-out or boredom and again is counting the
days on the calendar until the next vacation.
The class is "under control.' parents are quiet,
children do learn to read, to conjugate French
verbs, and to pass their math achievements:
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most classroom situations present no sur-
prises What's the problem? Just that And
this, in a nutshell, is the challenge for inservice
providers: how to help the beginning teacher,
the -experienced Leacher- (a euphemism for
,zood), and the in-betweerer: how to minimize
he sense of being overwhelmed for one, and

keep the challenge for the other.
There is, of course, a great deal of ground be-

tween day one and the state of mastery, or
burn-out, which may follow. Between our ner-
yous day-one teacher Ind that model of confi-
dence, competence, intellectual vigor and hu-
man compassion, which is the master teacher
(and surely we have all known one or two such
paragons), there is a wide span of commitment
and ability. The task for us, as teachers of
teachers, is to determine the point each teacher
is at, and to respond with what is needed at
hut moment: the response may be as varied as

bringing in a new set of materials, putting two
teachers in touch with one another, or asking
an uncomfortable question.

DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE THEORY

don't remember whether I was first intro-
duced to stage theory through Bloom's taxon-
omy of cognitive development, or through the
developmental stages of Piaget. Other stage
theorists, from Erikson through Kohlberg,
have accustomed us to looking for patterns in
human growth. Recently stage theory has sur-
faced and become popular in books on adult
growth)

Stage theory assumes a series of steps in de-
velopment. You go up each step, and each is
impossible without the preceding one. You can
go backward (regress) down the steps, but
progress up again will probably come faster.
You may stand with one foot on step three, and
one on step one or two. In fact, you may be
(and often probably are) in a state of transition.
or stuck at one level in some areas while more
advanced in others. Developmental stages are
often roughly linked to age or experience: no
one is expected to reason abstractly or to take
a highly principled moral stand at age six, al-
though there are those at sixty who have never
attained the higher stages of a given taxon-
omy. Some theorists describe their stages as
invariant and universal; others posit them as a
general pattern.

iActually, the growth that results in discern-
able stages may occur continually, as an on-
going process. It may be a slow, gradual accre-
tion of learning that causes change, as the shell



it acquires ea mini or tree v, raps rings
around itseit l'o see growth in spurts, using
metaphors such as stages. steps, stairs, de-
grees. ladders, nia he a Western phenomenon.

I.Vesterners have a linear view of time, as
opposed to a circular one: we tend to mark

} anniversaries: "Christmas time last
year we all getting along pretty well.''
"Johnnx - -,rown up so much since his last
birthdat It may be that the labeling of
stages re eats L role of noticer rather than
the moment ot change, Its not that Johnny is
suddenly so different, but that someone has
suddenl, not iced t he difference On the cont in=
num ot increasing teacher competence. growth
may become evident in the torm of sudden rev-
elation, As a result ot constant repetition of
small management tasks, at first self-con-
scious, at last automatic. the teacher one day
realizes that: like driving the car. she's doing it
without thinking about it.

Lawrence Kohlberg suggests several ways in
which an individonl can be helped to advance
from one stage to the next,z Association with
ideas or people whose thinking is slightly
ahead of one's own is particularly helpful, If
the other person is too far ahead it is hard to
assimilate her thoughts or to imagine yourself
acting or thinking in that way, If however, she
is doing just a little better, adding just a bit
more, the thought of rising to that is much
more manageable.

Another aid to growth is experience: '1 do
and I understand:. Listening to sermon's or lee- -
tures is of little value until the person has expe-
rienced the situation and knows what he needs
to know, One of the problems with inservice
training is that the student Leacher dor 't
know what she will need to know in order to
teach reading, order materials, quiet a fight,
Knowing the right question is halt the way to
the answer.

A third spur to growth is the opportunity to
look back on the experience and discuss it or to
bring out the idea and talk it oversteps of
reflection and expression. fine of Thornton
Wilder's characters says, didn't kri,-.w I

thought that until I heard myself say it,- an
experience I am sure we have all had, and an
immensely valuable one Reflection is the pro-
cess of stepping back and gaining a broader
perspective: the formulation that follows en-
ables us to express and clarify the new under-
standing An alternation of reflection and ex-
pression should lead to greater understanding
of the situation and oneself in the situation.

All of us who work with teachers need to con-
sider these aids to growth, to think about how
learning environments for Nuchers can be
structured to promote interaction with new
ideas, opportunities for experiment and for re-
flection. In order to be able to provide these
growth opportunities, it is important first to
have an understanding of where the teacher is
"at during each stage of professional develop-
ment. Following are descriptions of three de-
velopmental stages that have been experienced
by many teachers in the course of thou- careers.

Stage OneSurvival

Teachers give different names to these stages,
but -survival" is the label most often applied
to the beginning experience. Kristin Field says.
"Stage one is characterized by day-to-day sur-
vival, hit-or-miss solutions to problems, and in-
tense feelings of inadequacy.-' Beginning
teachers, by and large, are rigid, insecure, anx-
ious, and intimidated by students, other teach-
ers, and their own expectations for themselves.
For each one the degree of anxiety and panic
varies, but I have yet to meet a teacher who did
not have some of these feelings, and I would be
suspicious if I did. Many experienced teachers
testify to a recurrence of survival fever when
they change grade levels, start in a new school,
or shake up the routine in some way.

felt as inadequate this year as in my first
year of Leeching, and I've been at it twelve
years. I had so many problem kids I just didn't
know how to deal with them.-

And about the first year's experience: "My
whole concentration was on meAlow good I'd
have to be to do anything. I thought I had to
do all the preparing and performing." In a pa-
per entitled "Developmental Stages of Pre-
school Teachers," Lilian Katz describes stage
one as survival: "during this stage, which may
last throughout the first full year of teaching,



the Le=irher s main concern is whether or not
she can ur-iri. This preoccupation with .sur-
vie,t; may be expressed in terms like these! Can
I geL through the day in one piece ... without
lug a child? Can I make it until the end of
the -',..e:ek? . the next vacation? Can I really
do this kind of work day after day? Will I be ac-
cevted by my colleaglies?'''

/!xperienced teachcrn looking hack on those
weeks of teaching clearly illustrate the

sense of panic. with its rigidity and self-cen-
---edness: "Ten Years later I remember exactly

everything that happened on the first day. I'd
bought a nice wool dress, just right for my
image of a school teacher, and even though it
was a swelterine! September day I was deter-
mined to wear it. I'd bought Lhe dress, I was
going to wear it. The kids were all in the back
of the room, Miles away, Everything 1 was go-
ing tt-i do was written down, minute by minute.

Nlanrwri_sm is what I remember most. I felt
-e and scared, I used the desk be-

tween them and me: I stood right behind it,-
"I didn't think I was doing the job. I was

worried about the kids learning anything and I
wondered what the other teachers were think-
ing, One minute I was up, thinking I was dyna-

. mite, and the next I thought. 'I'm not reaching
these kids at all:-

"I had a wonderful student teacher experi-
ence but when I got a class of my own, wow! I
quit about six times that year. I could relate to
the kids as people, but not in the role of teach-
er, with skills to teach.-

In words like these, teachers describe stages
in their own development, from the first pan-
icky days when survival in the classroom was
the tIrst necessity. to a stage of confidence.
ease, and sureness with both children and cur-

riculum. which I would characterize as a final
stage. Still, that is not the end of the con-
tinuum, because once the process of learning
and growth as a teacher stops, boredom sets in,
It is one of those situations, Alice, where . iou
have to keep running to stay where vou are.

in nun coo ntr Alice, still panting
a little. "you'd gener iv get to somewhere else

if you ran very fast for a long time as we'v
been doing. "A slow sort, of countrl- said
t ^..' (queen. Ni),A.' here . you see. it takes all the
running you can dm to keep in the same
place,

A Middle Stage

The first and final stages are easy to character-
ize, but the middle of the sandwich is much
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more difficult to classify. T achers. like learn-
ers everywhere, develop at different rates, with
different modes of learning. and often with a
loot on two different steps of the ladder. Some
teachers may get on top of things quickly, but
never progress much from keeping order and
nui,-Thing through the textbook. For others it
may be years before discipline is easy, though
1 hey may be making slow and steady gains
toward increasing choices, meeting more suit-
able needs, and improving the quality of di-
-ected thinking in their students. As one very
able teacher said to me, "I was a beginning
teacher for three years," The speed of growth is
not necessarily a measure of the anal achieve-
ment.

What enables a teacher to overcome the
dragons and move on to other concerns? What,
indeed, are the next concerns, once survival is
assured? Survival in itself is a form of reassur-
ance: "If I make it through today, I can make
it through tomorrow," and suddenly it's the
end of the day, the week, the month"June!
Praise be, but I'll miss the little monsters!"

One of the most immediate and helpful aids
to growth at this stage is positive feedback
from students and colleagues. With increasing
confidence there is less need to concentrate on
the self, more time to begin looking out at
them,- the kids become individuals, with indi-
vidual needs, rather than a mass threat. By
trial and error, discovering what works, new
skills of organization and management relieve
the teacher of the necessity to he the source of
all authority and the font of all knowledge.
Good vibes from colleagues and administrators
encourage the teacher to open up, accept nelp,
and begin to step hack and view Or xperience
with more objectivity. Encouragement and
"warm fuzzier" may cause the thing that's
praised to happen.

began to feel good enough so I could talk
to some other teachers. I began to get some-



didn't have ter
keep looking it up.'

"Vhen I'd taught the e, hi Ile it'ssSrrl and there
was still halt the period tei o, I had to let some
of 'me ,.-eep in. When 1 diS.iryered that 1 could
he more myself, and that the kids liked that, I
la ti, tee l btu

"I begun L iked t he
kids. even though 1 hated sonic of the things
they did. I liked them, and they knew it.-

I learned how to set up an enl, tronment that
didn't :-el,` solely on me. so that they could
learn. wilb, silly

went Ira a
began to feel iointortable with eachtirgt

otter.
The mddle stages. their, are characterized

sense ill ':1,..omtort,' an at ti-
de of -Lppr ciiiticlrt and relationship with the

students, a better of long range goals.
more attention ti elm entered rather than
teacher-centered activity, and letting the envi-
ronment be the teacher. Middle-stage teachers
are competent with management and curricu-
lum but they may not he particularly creative.
They see from a middle distance, as it were,
satisfying school goals but not going beyond
them. Many teachers stay at this stage, and all
teachers slip hack into it from time to time: a
difference between the master teacher and the
middle stage teacher is that the former may
feel discontent with herself on a "middling
day, but a teacher who is not moving on or up
may fed satisfied with her work at this level.

meld trips, did thin,,

Stage of Mastery

The final stage in a teacher's development is
characterized by a sense of confidence and
ease. The teacher exudes an air of quiet com-
petence, there seems to an outsider to be noth-
ing she can't handle. She seems to have an un-
canny insight into the needs of children and
can analyze behavior, seeing much more in it
than is apparent on the surface. Techniques of
organization and management are automatic
and natural, growing out of an organic, inter-
nalized sense of order. She seesthrough and
through.

As in any stage, the expressed interests of
the teach-er are an indication of where is
The mature teacher is asking questions about
children's thinking: why questions rather than
how or what. and more global questions about
the role of the teacher and the school in society.
She is interested in the overall pattern. Where
the beginning teacher is focused closely on the

mina °diatc problemthis day or hour, this
child. that lesson. and herselfthe mature
teacher is able to take in the whole room and to
know, without looking, through delicate clues
of sound and movement, what is happening in
the hidden corners. The mature teacher sees all
of that, and she has some sense of the relation-
ship between her classroom and the rest of the
school. her children and the homes they come
from.

Mastery is planning in half an hour some-
thing that looks as though it took two weeks
when vou do it.-

"IL _s having- eery thing be easy, but still feel
worthwhile, Knowing exactly what the kids are
going to nixed before they ask.-

-Mastery is being able to study one thing
like Egyptto work on just one subject while
meeting the needs of each individual kid."

When everything vou teach connects with
c cry teach.... a true sense of
wholeness.

However. if teaching is a continuum we can't
put an end marker here: indeed, so it appears.
.At th'-later stage. and the one before, some
teachers begin to talk of burn-out and to look
for renewal. Burn-out has two major causes,
and several subsidiary ones. The first is ex-
haustion. which comes after mobilizing all
one's resources to meet a crisisand in teach-
ing that "crisis" may be one of several years'
duration. When teachers have a different class,
or an unsupportive administration, or are suf-
fering severe strain in another part of their
lives, they may rise to meet the challenge by
putting out extraordinary energy and effort,
but one cannot "rise" indefinitely without col-
lapse. Teachers talk of being drained, losing
perspective, needing more support. In some
cases they begin to look or feel like stage-one
teachers again.

A second kind of burn-out occurs for just the
opposite reasonthere is no challenge in it
anymore. Boredom sets in, it's all old hate
with an occasionally different child or a new
colleague to liven things up, but essentially old
hat. Often the best teachers are the most sus-
cept ible to this kind of burn-out: they find it a
slow sort of country when the need to keep run-
ning is gone.

Some Leach-rs may find renewal through a
course, or i..rough attempting something to-
tally new in the classroom (filra-making with
six- year -olds or advanced placement history).

"What is most rejuvenating for me is to meet
with other teachers who are doing exotic
things.-



raore fti 11 that[ inn
in.at iihers nl

change ,el s, pair up wit h a colleague
teach to take in .1 student teacheror
leave teaching altogether. These changes to
st rueture may hrow the teacher back to a be-
ginning stage. depending upon the degree of
newness and anxiety in they situation. but it
ne.-r takes as long to come op igain vhen one
has hail the experience of compete nce and iif
:4-row:I,. it the profession betore. Occasionally,
the change shows the teacher what she might
have done differently in her old situation be-

41:-.e.-- petspi-e-te, v. Tilt-
acher, however. is seldom for long. Ma=

furit, doesn ( me.ht re ttl tintng on the plateau,
lv exan ming, reflecting, test-
t and r in again.

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHERS' CENTERS
AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAN1S

What are the pl;:cations eat teacher develop-
ment along a continuum for tnose us who
work in teachers' centers'? Clearly, we need to
encourage the development of many different
kinds of inservice experiences, and to learn
how to respond appropriately to teachers in dif-
ferent stages. We need to clarify and sharpen
our observational and diagnostic skills in
working with teachers so that we can deter-
mine what issu=es to raise and what services to
provide. Teachers themselves, particularly
those beyond the survival stage, may have
some sense of where they are on the continuum.
It has been my experience that teachers find it
helpful to look hack on their own professional
development in t he light of stage theory, gain-
ing through the exercise some illumination of
their own patterns erf growth and, when these
experiences are shared, an understanding of
how different experiences nevertheless arrange
themselves into similar patterns.

I would hke to describe briefly some of the in-
set-vice needs of teachers in each of the three
§takes. and to suggest some of the ways in
which these needs can be met. As is consistent
with stage theory, any teacher can "get stuck-
at'a given stage for a time, and some teachers
can get stuck indefinitely. 'l'he problem of
stucknes- is important and complex, in-

volved as it is with conditions. both personal
and probssional, that retard or promote
change. Stuckness is a subject wort hy of con-
sideration by itself, but for the time being I

1 teachers I UM tit'Serii)ing
at each stae-e are ill in the process of transi-
tion: changing and growing.

The Beginning Teacher:
Surviving and Learning the *How To

l'he immediate and most obvious need of the
beginning teacher is for reassurance and prac-
tical advice, in about equal measure, Anxiety
and fear, both seen in the portrait of the begin-
ning teacher, in notorious for their power to
inhibit growth and to foster measures for self-
defense that may in turn harden into habitual
had practice: one form of the condition of
._stockness. The cause of anxiety may not. in
fact, he very serious. but it is in the nature of
beginning that the neophyte does not see
either the mistakes or the upcoming challenges
in spective. Indeed, part of the natural pro-
cess of improvement will occur- in its own time,
as experience nurtures perspective. What looks
frightening today will he laughable tomorrow.

It is appropriate for beginning teachers to he
concerned about whether they can do the job
properly, whether they can meet both their
own and the school's expectations, and wheth-
er they can do what's right by the children: but
there ought to he no reason for them to be fear-
ful of fellow teachers, administrators, or par-
ents. A supportive and helpful principal, able
to set aside some time from his other responsi
bilities, can make all the difference. So can
helpful colleagues. Nlany teachers speak warm-
ly of a particular colleague who helped them
through the rough places in the first year, and
a few schools have gone so far as to formalize
this in a kind of "buddy- or mentor system.
Teachers' center staff can be helpful here in
two quite different ways: first, in a general way
by offering friendship, encouragement, and
nou-iutigmental support because they are (in a
sense) non-aligned, not linked to any particular
school hierarchy: and second, in a specific way
by offering materials, making suggestions, and
putting the new teacher in touch with re-
,,mircps and resource people. Someone from the
center may he able to demonstrate an activity
in the classroom or, standing by as aide and
observer, point out things that are happening
in the classroom of which the teacher is un-
aware. Center staff may also, because of their
contacts in other schools, be able to recom-
mend different kinds of teachers to visit or talk
with Nitre than one person has said, "The
teachers' center saved my life that first year.-



\l[hnugh new cher; gent =call~ eume di
rectly Iron: tralning programs, [hey usuall.
have not had (..,,ork in all the curriculum areas

ecific to the age and level they end up teach-
ing. They v ill certainly have had courses in
reading. but :nat. not have done work aimed
specifically at the range of reading readiness in
a first grade classroom. or at the problem to,
pour readers in a tenth grade science class. ()if
this point both the college and the teachers-
center can be helpful. :he one in offering exten-
sion courses locally at Li111 con\--(nlient for
teachers. t he other in helping the new teacher

tr

and sponsoring courses and workshops. or in
counseling the [eacher on Individual basis
artout 1, Tut).
fugue-, to z_ry

lor devel,..(p) and tech-

Concerns about "flow to and -Can I?
likely to continue for some time, with lessening
force, but at the beginning of the year there is
often an additional anxiety or confusion to
which the teacher must respond concerning the
routines of the school: whatever the system of
slips, passes. plan books, registers, attendance-
keeping, and milk -money collection may he
within the culture o that particular school.
The-Wav-We-Do-lt of each school is different
and may he a source of real confusion to the
newcomer who has never done any of it before.
A school handbook can he helpful, but is no
substitute for a teacher or principal willing to
make the special effort to guide the newcomer
through the system. The teachers' center' can
suggest, initiate, or organize such support,

Finally, a beginning teacher needs time.
When you are doing something for the first
time you are very likely to put in long hours on
preparation which, with the hindsight of expe-
rience. might well have been done more effi-
ciently and in far less time Since the beginning
teacher is doing everything for the first time, if
she tries to individualize the math program or

deviate from the text, she will inevitably
spending late nigh( s and lung, weekends searcn-
ing for and working out new lessons. Adminis-

irs should he sensitive to the simple time
f new teachers, and certainly should not

burden them with the most difficult classes or
load them down with out-of-class duties,

The British have been experimenting for the
last fife years with what they call Induction
Programmes for beginning teachers: special
programs within a local school district an
LEA) for first rear teachers (probationers), Al-
ih,aigh there is some variation among the pilot
tro,,rams. the all share these characteristics:
I) a reduced teaching load of up to 2,5 percent;
2 an experienced teacher (known vario*Iv as
a teacher tutor, professional tutor, or stall tu-
tor) who is appointed to help a group of up to
ten probationers, and is also given released
time for working with them: :3) provision for
special courses offered by the coli:-)ges during
the school year in England such a course may
vary from one session to several dozen, is
usually not offered for credit, and does not
carry a tuition charge. Items two and three
could be offered by American teachers.

The induction programs seem to he designed
to meet all the needs of the beginning teacher
that we have identified. They give time for ex-
tra preparation and special course work, for
conferring with or observing other teachers,
and for sharing experiences with other be-
ginners. They provide an official relationship,
intended to be both supportive and instructive,
with an experienced colleague who is not the
head of the school and who is not responsible
for decisions about retention or promotion. The
pilot programs have been very successful, not
only in providing assistance to the beginning
teachers, but alsoa major bonusin direct-
ing the attention of the teacher tutor, and in
some cases the whole school staff, toward
thinking about teaching, and the art and craft
thereof,

The Middle-Stage Teacher:
Keeping the Vision Alive

The middle-stage teacher is still in need of
some support and reassurancearen't we all?
hut probably needs practical advice on con-
trol and curriculum in a few areas only: those
that have never seemed quite right and those
in which everything is so under control that
the quality of excitement and spontaneity has
been lost. The teachers' center staff's role here

7
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, that all is not well. but the risks
invoked in change are only possible in a cats
;irate that is Basically supportive. and from a

r ion of -,inne self-con tidence. `'irking withh
uhil-stag teat her. the teachers' center

faced h the delicate and fascinating
try lm, to determine when to reduce
teacher and when to encourage

k ork on curriculum, as an individual project
is a team: project with fellow teachers. can

aluahle and exciting wiry to 0.0 ,.1014U4W1-)
Lind , :jse-T:r,ree teachers to examine their ob-
ifici to bring those objectives in line
with ropriate activities. It teacher--;
work toi,c Cher there i an opportunity to rub
ideas together and make it fire, o.,.en it they
,ork alone (he nature of the ta,,k requires them
i:4) consider what they are doing, how they can
t. valuate it. and Ow the content and purpose

I toget_lier tr,r the greater benefit of
the learner'-.

It MLy he worth i-minting out that the con-
c., pt ot a teachers. center grew out of work on
t no Nuffield Mathematics Project in England.

mathemak lan s, and other
Ir roger her in the oark; 60s,

reti that in the process of dreaming up, work-
ing out, ti,,stinz and reworking their ideas tor
matii t_S rliCt 1011, 010' beg-an to think about
teaching and learning in new ways. -The es-
milet` at curricular review anti development
new thinking by the teachers, as well as their

of t he thinking ut others. This means
ceachers should have regular opportuni-

tk) meet together Some teachers' cen-
ters otter mini-grants or incentive grants t.ut a

hundred dollars to a teacher or group of
ii ark on. a cur. Hum de-

t'iopriletlt pro AS a way of encouraging
kind tit inn r' ice activity. involving teach-
In research. not tts -' object~ to he studied

erimenters, learning and practicing
of research, a related and little ex-

Ted no.sitnlity with great potential for fos-
lermg inquiry in t ret o t coo ti

The Master Teacher: Reaching the Summit
and Sharing the Experience

t rge threes to chen.,, on (Jr near tea mas-
terv. di - scribed as -experienced teachers.
-master teachers,- -older teachers- (though
they aren't necessarily oldi, or our best Leach-
ers- may not be perfect. but they invariably
create good learning environments for children
and they manage a classroom with apparent

These Leachers are, almost by definition,
thtie who are always trying to learn more, and
to accOmplish more with c:Lldren. They are
'often the teachers who have fallen upon the
idea ut a Leachers- center with the most vigor
and enthusiasm. Their involvement in the de-
velopment and direction of centers is a clue to
the kind of professional development activity
that is appropriate for the stage-three teacher.



She is looking for responsibility, for an opportu-
nity to talk over ideas and problems with other
colleagues, for an opportunity to share what
she has discovered about children's learning.

At this final stage, teacher and teachers' cen-
ter staff advisor are peers, each finding sus-
tenance and challenge in the other; and here,
when we meet as equals, the glove is really
thrown down: what can we come up with that
is of value to this teacher? What will keep alive
the wish to risk and the sense of significance
that made the prote,ssion of teaching seem so
exciting when we first began'?

The sharing and passing on of expertise is
one excellent wa v hi)th to recognize and to
challenge the skills of the master teacher. The
master teacher should be encouraged and en-
abled to offer courses and workshops, to work
with beginning Leachers_ to assume staff devel-
opment responsibilities, and to be identified as
a resource. The Resource Agent Program
RA Pi in Vermont provides an example of how

the special _skills and good, ideas of able 1:each-
ers can be recognized and passed on. Each year
a certain number of teachers with some special
skill or homemade curriculum project are listed
in a catalogue that is circulated throughout
Vermont. Any school or teacher wishing to try
one of the activities listed in t he catalog may
contact the RAP agent and make arrange-
ment_s for a classroom demonstration or work-
shop in the school. The state, through Title
V-C, reimburses the teacher for expenses and
offers a small honorarium; there is no charge to
the contracting school. In this way, practicing
classroom teachers, released for up to the
equivalent of five days per year, become teach-
ers of teachers. The business of teaching other
adults about what one has taught to children
requires different teaching skills and a new ail:
proach to a familiar subject. Recognizing local
stage-three teachers as its most valuable- re-
source, the teachers' center must develop a
progran, tO recruit, prepare, and assist these
teachers in providing workshops and consult-
ing help to stage-one and stage-two teachers.

For similar reasons teachers should be en-
couraged to write about their classroom expe-
rience and about their thoughts on education.
The Workshop leader is explaning and clarify-
ing what she has learned, both to herself and to
other teachers, as she demonstrates it. The
teacher who writes, shapes and organizes her
thoughts on paper. Both processes extend the
original experience, giving it a new dimension
and a new life. Both can require the creative
teacher to grapple with the meaning of the ex-
perience. and to examine it in its entirety.

Teachers may write about what they have done
for the purpose of sharing it with others, or
they may write to clarify their own ideas and to
provide insights for pedagogy in generalfor
all those interested in -the study of teaching.
Teachers' centers should encourage teachers to
write for both reasons and should help them
find avenues for publication.

In addition to extending the influence and
keeping alive the challenge for the master
tyacher by these more or less formal means, the
teachers' center can also stimulate thinking
about deeper issues in education by putting
people of like mind in touch with one another
and by giving them regular opportunities to
meet together; for instance, by sponsoring a
regular seminar for examination and discus-
sion of children's thinking, focusing on epi-
sodes from their own classrooms reported in a
detailed. objective. and systematic way,

The Need for Individualization
in inservice Training

The theory that there are steps or stages in
teachers' growth suggests that those who aim
to stimulate or support that growth must be
sensitive to the stage each teacher is in, and
alert to the clues that reveal "where the
teacher is at." Traditional forms of inservice
education are primarily conferences, work-
shops. and courses, for which teachers earn
credit. These are group experiences, similar in
many ways to the teacher's preservice experi-
ences. Teachers' center experience indicates
that the formal and traditional forms of inser-
vice programs decrease in value as teachers in-
crease in mastery. Hands-on workshops and
how-to courses are valuable to most first- and
some second-stage teachers, but they are help-
ful only occasionally (if in a totally new area)
for third-stage teachers. Second- and third-
stage teachers, if they choose to take courses
at all, or if they must do so to accumulate cred-
its. are likely to choose courses in one of three
categories: courses that will enable them to
rise within the school's administrative hier-
archy: theoretical courses in subjects such as
learning theory, philosophy, or the politics of
schools; or courses oriented toward personal in-
terests and personal growth.

Most approaches to inservice planning are,
as a friend of mine puts it, like administering a
non-specific antibiotic to the whole popula-
tion.6 No one knows what the germ is, or which
teachers are suffering from the disease, so the
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THE FUTURE: SOME IMPORTANT
QUESTIO!'--iS FOR TEACHERS OF TEACHERS

Although we can gather examples of what has
been helpful and can begin to identify new
ways to work with teachers, what we know
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11()V. is 14) t' 01111, a vague and
tiro t glimpse of what can be We are only be-
,-If11111;4' [ii understand what it may be possible

to otter teachers for their professional growth,
or to understand teachers at different stages of
their professional actvancement. To those inter-
e' -feel ill thc,,application of stage theory to pro-
fes development among teachers, many
questions present themselves. flow do the
three stages of teacher development correlate
,,yith other taxonomies, such as Nlaslow's hier-
archy of needs. Erikson 's stages of human de-
velopment, or the work of Loevinger and

hers writing- about adult learning?' What is
---niticiince tho tact that most beginning

teachers are becoming independent and self
supporting for the first tune, trying to find out

ho and what they are in the adult world at the
same time t hat they are coping with the pres-
sures of the classroom'? Is it significant that
stage two often coincides with the period when
family life assumes a special importance? Are
there more distimct gradations within the mid-
dle stage that, once identified, would help us to
respond better to teachers in transition? What

his condition 1 have called -stuckness?-
What creates it? How do we recognize itdis-
tingiaishing inertia from the temporary pla-
teaus necessary for practicing and understand-
ing a craft or profession? How do we respond
to stuckness?

The road is really just opening up before
those of us who work in teachers' centers, If we
can shift the field of vision from teachers to
ourselves as teachers of teachers, we can look
at ourselves running for mastery in our own
profession: No "slow sort of country" this!
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